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Chinese Audio DESCRIPTIONS
Beginning Chinese I, 
Chapters 1-9

Audio to follow Professor Chang’s textbook.  Available 
from website http://llc.mtsac.edu .  
Go to “Materials”>>”Online Audio/Video”.  
Choose “Chinese1.”  Password is china.

Beginning Chinese II, 
Chapters 1-5

Audio to follow Professor Chang’s textbook.  Available 
from website http://llc.mtsac.edu .  
Go to “Materials”>>”Online Audio/Video”.  
Choose “Chinese2.”  Password is china.

Intermediate Chinese Level 3 - 2007  Chapters 1-
4

Audio to follow Professor Chang’s textbook.  Available 
from website http://llc.mtsac.edu .  
Go to “Materials”>>”Online Audio/Video”.  
Choose “Chinese3.”  Password is china.

Intermediate Chinese Level 4 – 2007 Chapters 5-
8

Audio to follow Professor Chang’s textbook.  Available 
from website http://llc.mtsac.edu .  
Go to “Materials”>>”Online Audio/Video”.  
Choose “Chinese4.”  Password is china.

Whole New World 
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Chinese Internet Sites DESCRIPTIONS
Chinese Character Search Engine http://search.yahoo.com/search?p=Chinese+Character+Search+E

ngine&type=

Internet _ Oxford Dictionary http://www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com/Home.html?direction=
b-zh-en

Learn Chinese Online http://www.csulb.edu/~txie/online.htm

Learn Real Chinese Online - BBC http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/chinese/real_chinese/

Prof. Dong Chinese 3 – Integrated  Chinese – 
LVL 1 – Part 2

http://video.csupomona.edu/mdong/cheng-tsui.htm

Quia _ Practice Chinese  by subject http://www.quia.com/shared/search?category=9&adv_search=true

Quizlet _ Chinese http://quizlet.com/subject/chinese/

Translate Chinese http://search.yahoo.com/search?p=Translate+Chinese&type=

Translate to or from Chinese http://babelfish.yahoo.com/

Watch Taiwanese TV on line http://www.ttv.com.tw/videocity/

Zhongwen Website http://www.zhongwen.com
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CHINESE DVD DESCRIPTIONS
Court Love Girls
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVDs)

On the golf links, two boys and eight girls don’t know each other well.  But 
as the series progresses, they eventually come to love one another.  To 
find out how, please watch.

Crucial Country
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVDs)

A long time ago, an old king raises his fourth son to be the future king.  But 
another king’s grandson was reared to be the new king.  Both potential 
kings have started a battle for the throne, throwing the country into a 
dangerous era.  Which of the two will be victorious?  Find out in this drama 
series.

Double Happiness
Audio: English, Chinese
Subtitles: English

East clashes with West and generation collide in this comedy about a 
young Chinese woman struggling to appease her old-fashioned father, and 
at the same time pursue her modern dreams.  Her parents want to see her 
happily married to a nice successful Chinese man, so they embark on a 
matchmaking mission.  She wants to marry a Caucasian man she has 
been secretly seeing.

Dragon Inn
Audio: Chinese, English, Cantonese 
Subtitles: English
115 minutes, color, Not Rated
2000

With breathtaking cinematography shot on location in China’s Northern 
desert, Dragon Inn is an exhilarating martial arts adventure that is more 
than worth of its original predecessor.

Eighteen Monk
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVD)

King Lee and Monk Hwai-hi were good friends. Monk Hwai-hi and Eighteen 
monk help King Lee get back his power in China.

Fashion 70s
Audio: Chinese, Korean
Subtitles: Chinese
(5 Disc DVDs)

Fashion 70's focused on the lives of four young people, from their 
childhood during the Korean War, to their careers and love lives within the 
booming fashion world of the seventies. When Joon Hee was young, she 
befriends a little girl, Kang Hee.  These two girls always get into trouble 
because of Kang Hee's greedy mother. At the same time, Joon Hee also 
makes friends with two boys, Dong Young, the son of a military general, 

              God & Ghost Stories
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(3 Disc DVDs)

Bad Soul 05 It is a love-story about the overlap of the past life and present 
life, combining both revenge and the devil. 
Devil Area  2 The devil’s power has engulfed both the universal light and 
dark sides.  This will harm every human being.  Who can save the world?
Big Magic Curse Ms. Chang was born in a very poor family. She sells 
herself to the Zhang family for her father’s funeral. There were lots of scary 
sounds and ghost in family Zhang’s house.

Green Snake
2 Disc VCD 
Chinese Audio 
Subtitles:  Chinese, English

Two sisters, both snake beings, come to Earth and take human form so 
that they can learn human ways. One sister, White Snake, falls in love with 
the scholar Hsui Xien, but hides her true nature from him. However the 
more wayward Green Snake, in her search for a man, draws the attention 
of the monk Fa Hai who determines that they must be banished from this 
world.
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CHINESE DVD DESCRIPTIONS
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese

Harry Potter's adventures continue...Harry Potter begins his second year at 
Hogwarts School of Wizardry, but is warned by a mysterious creature that 
danger awaits him at the school. Malevolent voices whisper from the walls. 
Soon it's not just Harry who is worried about survival, as dreadful things 
begin to happen at Hogwarts

Harry Potter and the Goblet of fire
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese, Taiwan

Harry Potter returns to Hogwarts for his fourth year, where the Tri-wizard 
tournament is becoming ready to begin. Students must be over 17 to enter, with 
the winner receiving eternal glory. Harry can't enter it this year...or can he. When 
his name is read out from the Goblet of Fire, everyone assumes that Harry Potter 
has cheated. Harry insists that he never placed his name in there, with someone 
else behind it. But Who? Harry must now survive through dragons, sea creatures 
and a terrifying maze, all before coming face-to-face with a particular dark wizard

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese, Taiwan

"He's at Hogwarts. He's at Hogwarts." The infamous Sirius Black has 
escaped from Azkaban Prison and all sources believe he's after Harry 
Potter's life. What connection could there be between Harry's past and this 
crazed murderer? Can Harry figure it out before Black gets to him? And 
why does Mr. Weasley think Harry may want to find Black first? A shocking 
insight to a night 12 years ago

Harry Potter and The Sorcerer’s 
StoneAudio: ChineseSubtitles: Chinese, 
Taiwan

On his 11th birthday, young Harry Potter discovers the life he never knew 
he had, the life of a wizard. In his first year at Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry, he meets his two best friends Ron Weasley, an 
expert at Wizard Chess, and Hermione Granger, a girl with non-magic 
parents. Harry learns the game of Quiditch and Wizard Chess on his way to 
facing a Dark Arts teacher who is bent on destroying him.

Himalaya Singh
2 Disc VD 
Chinese Audio

Singh (Ronald Cheng), a yoga master from the Himalayas, leaves his 
parents' home to search for India Beauty (Gauri Karnik), the woman he's 
meant to marry. But when Singh arrives at the wrong house, he meets Tally 
(Cherrie Ying), India's angry nemesis. The devious Tally assures Singh that 
the only way to win India's heart is to act like a bad boy. Hong Kong pop 
star Cheng headlines this comic fantasy from director Ka-Fai Wai. (Netflix 
Summary)

I tan tu long chi
(2 Disc DVD)

A 2000 year-old Chinese Kung-Fu movie about two famous swords with a 
very destructive power that can destroy people.
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CHINESE DVD DESCRIPTIONS
Indiana Jones and the Raiders of the Lost 
Ark
2 Disc VCD 
Chinese Audio

The year is 1936. Archaeology professor Indiana Jones is venturing in the 
jungles of South America searching for a golden statue. Unfortunately, he 
sets off a deadly trap.  Miraculously, he escapes. Then, Jones hears from 
museum curator Marcus Brody about the biblical artifact, The Ark of the 
Covenant, which can hold the key to humanly existence. Jones has to 
venture to vast places such as Nepal and Egypt to find this artifact. 
However, he will have to fight his enemy Renee Belloq and a band of Nazis 

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
2 Disc VCD 
Chinese Audio

The year is 1935, archaeology professor, and legendary hero Indiana 
Jones is back in action in his newest adventure. But this time he teams up 
night club singer Wilhelmina "Willie" Scott and a twelve-year-old boy 
named Short Round. They end up in a small, distressed Indian village, 
where the people believe that evil spirits have taken all their children away 
after a sacred precious stone was stolen! They also discovered the great 
mysterious terror surrounding a booby-trapped temple known as the 
Temple of Doom! Thuggee is beginning to attempt to rise once more, 
believing that with the power of all five Sankara stones they can rule the 
world! Now  it's all up to Indiana to put an end to the Thuggee campaign  

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
2 Disc VCD 
Chinese Audio

Indiana Jones, famed adventurer and archaeologist acquires from his 
father, Dr. Henry Jones, a map with no names and a diary that holds to the 
location of the Holy Grail. Upon hearing from a private collector, Walter 
Donavan, that the mission for the Holy Grail went astray with the 
disappearance of his father, Indiana Jones and museum curator Marcus 
Brody venture to Italy in search of Indy's father. However, upon retrieving 
Dr. Henry Jones in Nazi territory, the rescue mission turns into a race to 
find the Holy Grail before the Nazis use it for complete world domination for 
their super-race. With the diary as a vital key and the map with no names 
as a guide, Indiana Jones once again finds himself in another death defying 
adventure of pure excitement.

Jin Can Si Yu
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVD)

Ms Yung was a good person who was abandoned by his parents. His 
master Ching-song brings him to  Mt. Wufong to learn Chinese Kung-Fu. 
He learned a unique Kung-Fu “Jin Can Si” and practiced it a lot.

Kung Fu Movies in China Part 3 A DVD compilation set of Chinese Kung Fu movies.

Life on a String
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: English Rated PG-13   

Tale of a master and pupil that are both completely blind.  They both 
wander the sun scorched earth in an aimless quest for enlightenment.  
Dramatic Parable

Open Plan
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVDs)

Two companies in the business of building demolition vie for construction 
power when the government wants to build a lot of new houses in the city 
center.  Enter the bosses of both companies.  One boss wants to win the 
contract so he concocts a story that sends the other company’s boss to 
prison.  A female lawyer tries to help the imprisoned boss.  Find out if she 
is able to prove the man’s innocence.  
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CHINESE DVD DESCRIPTIONS
Peace Child
Audio: German, English, French, Spanish, 
Italian, Japanese, Arabic and Chinese
Subtitles: English
2000
May contain objectionable material

Don and Carol Richardson respond to the call of Christ. They carefully 
prepare their mission and journey in a canoe to a remote rain forest 
inhabited by some of the world’s most primitive people. When a inter-tribal 
warfare breaks out, the battles continue until a warring chief offers his son 
as a means of bringing lasting peace.

Pretty Gir
lAudio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(4 Disc DVDs)

Four ladies vie for a million dollar house, owned by a 106 year old woman.  
To win the house, the ladies must model traditional Chinese Qi Pao in an 
exhibition sponsored by the old woman.  Who will get the house?  Find out 
in this drama series.

Pushing HandsAudio: Chinese, 
EnglishSubtitles: Chinese, English(1992, 105 
minutes)

Master Chu, a retired Chinese Tai-Chi master, moves to Westchester, New 
York to live with his son Alex, his American daughter-in-law Martha, and 
their son Jeremy. However, Martha's second novel is suffering from severe 
writers' block brought on by Chu's presence in the house. Alex must 
struggle to keep his family together as he battles an inner conflict between 
cultural tradition and his modern American lifestyle.

Snow Mountain Fly Fox
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVD)

There were a large amount of secrete treasure from King Wang. And the 
maps of the treasure were protected by four body guides. It is a story about 
how the four body guides’ grandchildren find out secrete.

Swordsman II
Audio: Chinese, Cantonese
Subtitles: Chinese, English, Japanese

A famous Kung Fu story about Mr. Lin who falls in love at first sight with 
Ms. Yan.

The Duel
Audio: English, Chinese, Cantonese
Subtitles: English
106 minutes, color,  
Not Rated – some profanity
2000

The “Sword Saint” requests a duel with the “God of Sword” over at the 
Forbidden City to see who the world’s finest swordsman is truly.  As the 
date of the duel nears, trouble soon arises in the Imperial town, from 
surprise attacks to a daring conspiracy against the emperor, until 
everything is revealed at the climatic, spectacular fight.

The Promise
Audio: Chinese
Subtiles: Chinese, English

An orphaned girl, driven by poverty at such a young age, makes a promise 
with an enchantress. In return for beauty and the admiration of every man, 
she will never be with the man she loves. This spell cannot be broken 
unless the impossible happens: snow falling in spring and the dead coming 
back to life. Now a grown and beautiful princess, she regrets her promise, 
for all of the men she's loved has always been met with tragedy. In love 
again with a man behind a red armor and a golden mask who rescues her 
from death, she is tormented by their inevitable parting. Meanwhile, Kunlun, 
the slave of a great general, is searching for the lost memories of a family 
he once had. Soon the fate of these two intertwine when the princess 
believes the general to be her hero, thus pulling him into this web of fate. 
What end will befall our three characters? Are their fates already sealed by 
a higher power, or can they still choose a life they want?
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CHINESE DVD DESCRIPTIONS
The Scorpion King
Audio: English
Subtitles: Chinese
2 Disc VCD 

In an ancient time, predating the pyramids, the evil king Memnon is using 
the psychic powers of his sorceress Cassandra to foretell his great 
victories. In a last ditch effort to stop Memnon from taking over the world, 
the leaders of the remaining free tribes hire the assassin Mathayus to kill 
the sorceress. But Mathayus ends up getting much more than he 
bargained for. Now with the help of the trickster Arpid, tribal leader 
Balthazar and an unexpected ally, it's up to Mathayus to fulfill his destiny 
and become the great Scorpion King.

Tso-Yun Pier
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVD)

A bad governor pockets money from people under the table at the pier.

Two Firecrackers
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(5 Disc DVDs)

This drama starts off with Lui Sha and her mother going to Japan to look 
for her father.  He ran away many years ago because he needed his 
freedom.  Ying Shung accidentally runs him over with his van.  It seemed 
like Lui’s father was dead at first, so the mother insists that Ying must now 
take care of her and her daughter the rest of their lives   However  the 

Warriors of the Yang Clan
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: Chinese
(2 Disc DVDs)

The plot is the honest-to-goodness story about the Yang family and their 
undying loyalty to the country and its useless and selfish emperor. As 
always, the father, General Yang, is blinded by his loyalty that he is way too 
strict and wooden with regards to his treatment towards his sons and the 
mother, Sai Hua, being the only one who stands up for her children. In this 
serial, the family has seven children, all male. Each son was given their 
role but the majority of the story revolved around the fourth son, Alec Su, 
who is the rebel type because he is the one being scolded the most as he 
has his own ideologies. The story goes on as the family faces the war and 
one by one, the members faltered.

YI YI 
Audio: Chinese
Subtitles: English
173 minutes. Color, Not Rated
2000

Chronicles three generations of a Taiwanese family mired in a crisis of self-
doubt.  A chance meeting with a former lover compels a father to question 
the assumptions on which his life is based.  Warm and thoughtful, this 
movie posits that truth is something we may never know.

Zatoichi
Audio: Japanese, Chinnese
Subtitles: Chinnese(214 min – Color)

Zatoichi is a blind wanderer who makes a living by gambling and giving 
massages. Behind his humble façade, Zatoichi is a master swordsman. 
Bonus DVD.

This is Kung Fu
Audio: Chinese, Cantonese
Subtitles: English, Chinese

Wu Shu (Martial Arts or Kung Fu), one of the many treasures of the cultural 
heritage of China, is a traditional sport item endowed with unique national 
character.  In this film Wu Shu is introduced and demonstrated by authentic 
masters of martial Arts.

Documentaries
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Chinese Software DESCRIPTIONS
Learn Chinese Now Use the wide variety of activities, tests, exercises and tool to improve all your 

language skills or focus on any individual skill.  You’ll participate in real dialogs 
with native Chinese speakers at your own speed.

NJ Star A Windows version word processor software, which is designed for both Chinese 
and English languages. It is also an ideal tool for Chinese learning and teaching 
with powerful dictionary functions.
Functions: 
•  Type, edit, format, convert and print Chinese documents; 
•  Supports both Simplified and Traditional Chinese characters; 
•  Instant English-Chinese/Chinese-English dictionary/translation; 
•  Accurate and fast Chinese hand-writing recognition input (Pro versions); 
•  Chinese text-to-speech function (Pro versions); 
•  More than 20 advanced Chinese input methods; 
•  Up to 10 NJStar Chinese true type fonts 
•  Chinese character vertical printing; 
•  Type/edit simplified Chinese, traditional Chinese and English on the same line;
•  Chinese learning tools such as "Convert characters to Pinyin", "Hanzi of the 
Day", "Hanzi Information", "Study List" and Chinese characters Radical Lookup 
table.

NJ Star Communicator A powerful software which enables normal Windows applications to read and 
write Chinese, Japanese and Korean (CJK) language text.
Functions: ·  
·  Read and write CJK characters in web browser, 
·  instant messenger email and Microsoft Office; ·  
· Internet search with Chinese, Japanese or Korean keywords; · 
· Powerful CJK "Universal Code Convertor"; · 
· Sending CJK email message in GIF picture format!

Power ChineseInteractive multimedia 
Leaning System

Power Chinese begins by tackling the most difficult aspects of Chinese for the 
typical English learners, including pronunciation, tones and key aspects of syntax 
and grammar.

Rosetta Stone Vocabulary, listening comprehension, reading,  writing.  (Begin./ Interm.) 

Tell Me More – Simplified Chinese A complete language-learning multimedia program that specializes in 
pronunciation, with 3D animation, speech recognition, and spoken error tracking.  
It also has exercises to work on grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, listening 
and recording.

The Complete AcupunctureEnglish 
only 

Introduces and describes the skilled use of acupuncture and moxibustion.  It 
details the body points and needles used, diagnosis and treatment of common 
diseases and well as use in medicine, surgery, gynecology, pediatrics, 
ophthalmology and skin diseases.

CULTURE
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LOCATION CHINESE VIDEO DESCRIPTIONS

Counter # 1 Practical Chinese Reader I 
Counter # 2 Practical Chinese Reader II

Counter # 7 Learning Chinese Part I for Business

Counter # 8 Learning Chinese Part II for business

Counter # 4 China and the Forbidden City

Counter # 5 Life and Thoughts of Confucius

Counter # 10 Tran’s Travel China

Counter # 3 The Lion King

Counter #6 Chinese Opera

Counter # 11 Aladdin/Snow White

Counter  #12 The Story of Qiu Ju A stoic peasant woman who demands an apology when her 
husband is kicked in the groin by the village chief.  But the 
Chief is a proud man who refuses to apologize, sending Qiu Ju 
on a futile trek through the complicated Chinese court system.

Counter #13 Red Cherry Drama based on a true story.  Orphaned friends trying to 
survive during World War II.   Chinese w/ English Subtitles.

Counter #14 Spring Festival(Chinese with English 
subtitles)

Chinese gathered and family situations.Chinese w/ English 
Subtitles.

Counter #16 The Hole 
Audio: Mandarin
Subtitles: English
1997 
95 minutes - ColorNot Rated

Seven days to the 21st: the rain will not let up on Taiwan and a 
strange disease reaches epic proportions.  Despite evacuation 
warnings, the tenants of a run down public housing building 
stay put.  A plumber has been sent to Hsiao Kang’s apartment, 
but instead of fixing the leak, he leaves a gaping hole, Kang 
spies on his downstairs neighbor, a woman who dreams about 
dancing and singing in Kang’s arms.

Chinese Educational Videos 

Documentaries

Chinese Movies (VHS)
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